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Background
By default, business users have unrestricted authorizations for maintaining standard service prices and
project-specific prices. However, key users can restrict the display and edit authorizations of the
business users. They can do this by maintaining restrictions for the condition types PSP0 and PCP0 in
business catalog Master Data – Prices for Professional Services (SAP_SD_BC_PRICE_MANAGE_PSV_PC).

Description for App
Manage Prices - Sales
With this app, you can flexibly set prices that you offer to your customers by managing all relevant
condition records in one place. You can create, edit, copy, and delete multiple condition records
simultaneously. You can navigate to the Manage Prices – Sales app to maintain project-specific prices
(condition type PCP0) and standard service prices (condition type PSP0). This helps you manage revenue
and margin.

Note: In this release, our app just fully supports PCP0 and PSP0.
In the Manage Prices – Sales app, you can do the following:
Create a project-specific price that overrides the corresponding standard service price
Display the standard service prices by specifying condition type PSP0 in the filter
Edit the validity period and the condition amount of existing condition records simultaneously
Copy a standard service price to a new project-specific price
Compare a standard service price to the project-specific price
Delete selected condition records
Note: The term “Material” has been changed to “Product” in this app as of SAP S/4HANA Cloud 2005. In
this blog, you may still find the obsolete term “Material” in the screenshots, which is now replaced with
the term “Product” on the app’s UIs.

Navigation from Project
1. How to navigate from project and navigate back

Context
To navigate from project and navigate back, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Use Create Customer Projects to create a new customer project (E.g. Project ID: TestProject).
Then set the basic values for this project.

Image/data in this guide is from SAP internal systems, sample data, or demo systems.
Any resemblance to real data is purely coincidental.
2. On Billing tab, click Manage Prices link.

Note:

The old link “Display Service Prices List” still works. If users are not used to “Manage
Prices - Sales”, please use old link to display prices list.

3. After click into Manage Prices – Sales app, it will open with default value for filter (E.g.
PCP0/TESTPROJECT).

Default values for app

Note: Using link to go into the app, the default values filled in the filter bar do not contain text
description.
4. You can add a condition type (E.g. PSP0) to do the comparison.

5. You can also create/update new prices for this project (E.g. create a new price, Condition
Amount 200 EUR).

6. After update the price, you can go back to project part and open tab Work Package, then to
choose Edit mode to select Recalculate the prices (E.g. Revenue changed from 8.00K to 20.00K).

Recalculate prices

Display
1. How does dynamic filter fields/columns work

Context
Filter fields and columns can be changed dynamically, it happens when you input different values in
the header filter bar. To show dynamic filter fields/columns, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Set Condition Type in the header, filter fields will be changed by the value you input (E.g.
PSP0). Then click the button Go. In the Condition Records columns, they will be dynamic
changed by the condition type (PSP0), and display columns depend on your input (E.g. display
columns belong to PSP0 and some common columns).

Note: The dynamic filter fields/columns can determine specific fields, if you input too many
condition types and key combinations in the filter bar, there will be many filter fields and
columns displayed in one page which not efficient for the comparison of data. We recommend
users input condition types and key combinations as few as possible, get rid of the filter values
which are unrelated values in current displaying.

Header fields change dynamically by filter fields

Columns change dynamically by filter fields

Get data after click go button

2. Continue to set Key Combination in header, filter fields will be changed by the new key
combination (E.g. 304). Then click Go bottom again. The columns will also be changed. In the
Condition Records columns, it display the fields of this specified condition type (PSP0) and key
combination (304).

Header fields change dynamically by key combination

Get data after click go button

3. Delete the value in key Combination, then change value of Condition Type (E.g. PCP0). The
filter fields and columns will be dynamic changed by this new condition type.

Change filter value

Filter fields and columns are changed

2. How to use filter method

Context
This app support two filter method. One is “Filter with Applicable Criteria Only”, another is “Filter
with Specified Criteria”. To use different filter method, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Select filter method as Filter with Applicable Criteria Only.

Note: Filter with Applicable Criteria Only – you can search for condition records by specifying
values, the specified condition type and key combination dynamically determine the relevant key
fields. If you specify more than one condition type or key combination in the filter, when you
specify the key fields, the relevant for any of the specified condition types are displayed. The
result will contain not only the condition type which contains specified key fields, but also
contains the condition type which not includes the key fields.
There could be cases in which a key field is not relevant for one of the condition types. If you
want to ignore the irrelevant key field as a filter for that condition type, you can choose the filter
method that uses only those criteria that are applicable. This allows you to compare the
condition records that have different key fields.

Choose the filter method

2. Set Condition Type as PCP0 and PSP0 (this is just an example setting), set value for Customer
Project ID which is the key of PCP0 and PSP0 does not contain this field.

Input basic filter fields

3. Click Go button, then condition records of PCP0 and PSP0 will be shown.

4. Change the Filter Method to Filter with Specified Criteria.

Note: Filter with Specified Criteria – If you specify more than one condition type or key
combination in the filter, then specify the key fields. This method allows you compare the
condition records with same specified key fields. The result will only contain the condition type
which contains specified key fields.

Choose the filter method

5. Click Go button, there only PCP0 lines will be shown in the condition records columns.

Get result after click go button

6. Compare the result of two filter method.
Filter with applicable criteria only

Filter with specified criteria

3. How to use condition record line operation

Context

There are some line operations are supported, like sort/group/freeze. To use condition record line
operations, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1.

Select any column (E.g. Valid To), then right click on the column tab. You can choose Sort
Ascending or Sort Descending to use sort function. Condition records will sort by this column.
This sort method works on the same Editing Status which means if you sort ascending, the
draft status condition records and the unchanged status condition records will sort separately.

Note:

If you click Go button without any input values in the header, all columns will be
shown. So, we kindly suggest customer to use the header filter.

Note: This release, we do not provide the condition records total number in the app Manage
Prices - Sales.

Get result after set filter fields and click go button

Set sort for one of the columns

draft

unchanged

Sort after chose one of sort method

2. Select any column (E.g. Valid To), then right click on the column tab. You can choose Group.
Condition records will group by this column. When you click on one of the group tabs, it will
unroll, then you can check the detail of these condition records which have same of column
value (E.g. Valid On: Sat Jun 01, 2019). This sort method works on the same Editing Status. If
you want to ungroup these condition records, just right click on the tab and choose Ungroup
or Ungroup All.

Note:

Under Group mode, we just support display. You can not only group by one column.
We support customer to group multiple columns. So, when you want to ungroup, there exist
two method Ungroup and Ungroup ALL. Ungroup will ungroup all the group columns you chose.
Ungroup just ungroup one layer of the group columns you chose.

Note: Group is just useful for grouping the condition records under current page.

Set group mode

Group by the column

Unroll one of group

Ungroup the group

3. Select any column (E.g. Valid To), then right click on the column tab. You can choose Freeze.
The column left of this chosen column will be freeze, then the new horizontal scroll bar
controls the scroll of left columns of specified field you chosen. After freeze, if you want to
unfreeze this column, just right click on the field tab, choose Unfreeze.

New Scroll bar generated

Unfreeze

Note: Select Adapt Filters button, Scroll down the popup page. When you choose More Filters
under Draft Administration Data, these will display 5 draft filter fields. When you choose some of these
fields and fill value, it works, but these fields cannot be shown in the columns of condition records.

5 draft filters not supported correctly

Create Condition Record
1. Field control

Prerequisites
You can create condition records directly in the table. First specify the condition type and the
key combination to determine the relevant key fields. The relevant key fields are then displayed
as columns in the table dynamically.
To create condition records, we provide “field control” to dynamic limit fields which can be
edited. When you choose one of the access sequences under value help of Condition Table, the
field control will work, we just let the fields reference to this access sequence can be edited. It
helps customer to create condition records, and no need to check which fields are the right
fields for the specified key combination.
Create condition record with Condition Type (E.g. PCP0), then set a condition table for this new
condition record (E.g. 4AK). To select one of access sequence of 4AK (E.g. 010), then field control
work, some of the fields which not belong to this access sequence will be not editable (E.g.
Service Organization).

Choose one of the access sequences

Filter control makes just part of fields can be edited

2. How to create condition record without filter

Context
After open the app, create a new line without any filter fields input is possible. To create a
condition record without filter, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Open home page of Manage Prices - Sales app. Firstly click Create button without any
input. After that, you can check the create line is marked as draft on Editing Status,
temporary number of this draft line also be generated (E.g. $$80347475).

Create new line without filter
2. Set Condition Type (E.g. PSP0) and Condition Table (E.g. 304). After your selection of
condition table, columns will be refreshed. These columns of fields are dynamic changed to
specified condition type and condition table.

3. Filling the editable fields with valid value.

Note: Field Pricing Unit will dynamic filled after you choose the field value of Material.

Draft saved dynamically
4. Click Save button, the line is created successfully with message “Condition Record
0000007969(temp. No. $$49271995) is created and valid from 31.07.2019 to
31.12.9999.”. Temporary number is just for draft line, when you save successfully, new line
will be set a fixed condition record.

3. How to create condition record with filter

Context
To create a condition record with filter, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Open home page of Manage Prices - Sales app. Set filter fields (E.g. Condition Type: PSP0)
and click Go button.

2. Click Create button after search result output.

Note: Field Calculation Type will be filled dynamically in new draft line by condition type
after you click the Create button at first time you create a new line. When you change the
condition type, you can edit by yourselves.

3. Set all fields with valid value, set condition type same/not same as filter condition type.

4. Click Save button, the line is created successfully with message.

Condition record saved success

4. How to handle the overlap case

Prerequisites
There exists case that when you create a condition record which partially overlap on validity
from/to comparing with existed condition records. This is an overlap case of creation.

Context
To handle the overlap case, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Create a new line with same value of an existed condition record (E.g. Condition Record
No. 0000007970).

2. Set the Valid From/To of new line to have a partially overlap with existed line.

Set overlap valid
3. Click Save button, this new line will be created successfully with messages which contain
success creation and other overlap information. For the example overlap case, old
condition record split into two lines.

Overlap messages

4. Checking the split lines with same condition record number (E.g. 0000007970), after you
delete one of lines, you will find the left others will also be deleted. Choose one line,
then click Delete button, after that choose Delete. You can use filter bar to search this
condition record (set Condition Record No. equal 0000007970), the app will tell you the
information “No data found. Try adjusting the filter settings”.

5. Collection of the create with error

Prerequisites
To create a condition record without filter, there are some common error which you maybe
encounter during creation.

Error collection
1. Create new line, do not put any value and click Save button. The message will raise.
Content of message is “Condition record $$27734904: Property "Condition Table" is
required” (Please note the condition record number will be filled different from your
own creation).

2. Create new line, put invalid value and click Save button. The error messages will
contain information of your wrong input. (E.g. input invalid value of Sales Organization
0004 and Distribution Channel 01). One of the examples of error messages will be
“Sales organization 004 is not defined” (The invalid value will be noticed).

Input invalid value

6. How to cancel and delete new created draft line

Context
To cancel/delete new drafted line, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. When you create a new line, then exit the app. Your creation of a new condition record will
be saved as a draft line automatically.
2. When you create a new line, this draft line will be saved automatically. Under the bottom of
page, you can find the information “draft saved”. Then you click Cancel button, a pop-up
window will come out. If you choose Cancel button in the window, the new created draft
line will be saved.

3. When you create a new line, you click Cancel button. Then to choose Delete, all draft lines
created before and now will be deleted. Same behavior when you click Edit button and then
Cancel as before.

Note: we not support the value help for calculation type field this release.

Edit Condition Record
1. Edit draft line which created but not saved successfully

Context
To edit draft line which created but not saved successfully, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Create two lines with different Condition Type (E.g. PSP0/PCP0). You can check the
Condition Record Number of these two lines (E.g. $$51699533/$$57626845).

Create new lines
2. Do not save and direct exit app.

Note: The app automatically saves your condition records as a draft every time you
change the value of fields. You need to save the draft condition records (E.g.$$00000001),
so that they will be turned into standard condition records (E.g.0000000001).
3. Change to Own Draft status at the header bar Editing Status. You can find these two lines
of draft saved automatically and can be easily found in the exist draft lines.

Own draft status
4. Click Edit button now, you will find that all draft lines can be edited. The fields are
dynamic changed by field control, all fields belong to the basic input filter can be editable
(E.g. Condition Type: PSP0, Condition Table: 304, Access sequence 010. You will find fields
reference of this input are all editable).

Note: In Edit mode, the check box of condition records not work. We not support to
select part of the condition records to use edit mode.

2. Edit active condition record line

Context
To edit active condition record line, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Change Editing Status to Unchanged, then click Go button, all active lines will be got.

Note: Draft lines will be generated for all condition record after Edit mode which means
selection check box of condition records are not working.

2. Click Edit button. In this mode, the draft lines for active data, there just three fields can be
edited, they are Valid From, Valid To and Condition Amount. In the condition records

columns, the Editing Status field of all active lines are changed to Draft. We created draft
version for all active lines.

Note: After you change to Edit mode, the filter bar will change the Editing Status from
Unchanged to ALL. So, condition records we got not only contains the draft version of
active lines, but also contains Own Draft lines which satisfy the filter.

Change to draft status for unchanged data

3. Draft line locks up per user

Context
To do draft line lock up per user, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Logon with user A and to fill some values in filter bar (E.g. PCP0/4AK).
Click Edit button
Logout user A.
Logon with user B and filter same lines (E.g. PCP0/4AK).
Click Edit button.
Lock messages will be shown (E.g. “Condition record 0000007850 is locked by another
user.”).

4. How to take over draft line from other users

Context
When some of the records are generated with draft version, it is possible for you to take over
these draft lines from other users, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Logon user B wait 5 mins (maybe more than 5 mins, for there need some time of unlock
job executed).
2. Filter the records locked by other user 5 mins before.
3. Click Edit button.
4. Take over dialog box shown.

5. Click Edit, all draft lines are moved to user B.

Note: After new draft lines generated, the condition records will be sorted dynamically. These
new created draft lines (E.g. $$00000001) will be moved in front of the draft lines which are
generated for active lines (E.g. 0000000001).

Copy Condition Record
1. How to copy active line from multiple condition type

Context
To copy active line from multiple condition type, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Filter record lines for any condition type (E.g. Condition Type PSP0).

2. Select some lines of result.

3. Click Copy button. Then the lines you want to copy will be created. All fields are filled with
default value which equal to the lines you chose. And the fields can be changed are
editable under this mode.

4. New lines are generated with Draft status.

2. Not support copy draft lines

Context
To copy draft lines from multiple condition type will raise error message, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Filter record lines for any condition type (E.g. Condition Type PSP0). You can use filter bar,
change Editing Status to Own Draft, then get just draft lines. You can also use ALL, the
draft lines will always on the top of result lines, check the column Editing Status, the
value of draft lines are Draft.
2. Select any draft lines.

3. Click Copy button.

4. Copy failed with message “Draft condition records cannot be copied”. We do not support
copy draft lines.

Delete Condition Record
1. Delete condition records with set deletion flag only in condition type

Prerequisites
For we can configure master data of every condition type. There are three choices for the
method of how the system operates when deleting condition records. Different setting of this
will have same result, it means no matter to choose which setting, after you delete one
condition record in the app, this deleted condition record cannot be displayed again.
You have the following options of setting:
•Do not delete (set delete flag only): You can set an indicator so that the condition record is no
longer used in pricing. The condition record is then archived in the archiving run. This is how
things happened before Release 4.6A.
•with popup: You can delete the condition records from the database. You then receive a
popup, asking whether the condition record should be deleted or whether the deletion
indicator should simply be set.
•without popup: You delete the condition records from the database. You only receive a
popup if there are condition supplements available.

Context
To delete condition records with set deletion flag only in condition type, proceed as follows:

Procedure

1. Filter condition record lines (E.g. PCP0/4AK).

2. Select any lines in the result.

3. Click Delete button, the at popup screen to choose Delete.

4. After delete, you can check the condition record lines are deleted in app.

2. Delete condition records with set as with popup/without popup in condition
type

Context
To delete condition records which set as popup/without popup, proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Filter condition record lines.
2. Select any lines in the result.
3. Click Delete button, then choose Delete.

4. The condition record lines are deleted in app (also delete from DB).

3. Delete draft line

Context
It is possible to delete the draft lines which no need for you. To delete draft lines, proceed as
follows:

Procedure
1. Filter draft condition record lines (E.g. PCP0/4AK). You can choose Own Draft in filter bar
Editing Status or just in the ALL status to check the column Editing Status in Draft to
confirm draft lines.
2. Select some draft lines you want to delete.
3. Click Delete button and choose Delete.

4. The draft lines are deleted.

Save Variant
1. Create new variant

Context
You can store the filter value in variant, so that it is easy for you to do search and compare. To create
new variant, proceed as follows:

Note: For supporting of dynamic filter columns, our app will determine specific fields for selected
condition type and key combination, so we recommend users do not put creating variant which just
support you to choose filter columns by yourselves as a first choice.

Procedure
1. Set filter field with preferred value (E.g. Condition Type PCP0, Condition Table 304).

2. Click on the view, My View will unroll.

3. Click Save As button, you can go to the screen to save this variant.
4. Set View name (E.g. Temp_1) and click Save button, then the view change to new one.

5. Click Go button, you will get the result by this specified filter fields. Next time you want to use this
variant, just chose in My View, this new variant will be available for you.

Note:

All columns will be shown, if you do not un-check fields in Setting before save variant. If you
want to show the fields relevant to the filter fields, you need to re-select fields in Setting, then need to
update the variant.

Authorization
1. Set read only for condition type PSP0

Context
If you set read only for a condition type, then this condition records just can be displayed, you
have no authorization to do other operations. For example, if you set PSP0 as read only, then
the operations of app will proceed as follows:

Procedure
1. Create new line for condition type PSP0, it will automatically save draft successfully. When
you click Save after you input all the value for this new line, there will be a message “No
authorization for condition type PSP0”.

2. Click Edit button, then condition records will be changed to draft lines. If you click Save
after you make something changed, messages are raised like “You are not authorized to
edit condition record 0000007619. Please contact your system administrator.”.

3. If you use Copy, drafted lines can be saved successfully, you cannot Save condition records.
You will receive a message “No authorization for condition type PSP0”.

4. Choose some lines you want to delete, then click Delete button. There will have a common
message for you “No authorization for condition type PSP0.”.

Note: User can configure authorization by themselves.

